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 FLICK OF THE WEEK

Unforgettable
Starring: Rosario Dawson, Katherine Heigl, 
Cheryl Ladd 
Director: Denise Di Novi 
Genre: Thriller   Run Time: 100 mins

“Unforgettable” offers nothing original but 
does its dues for entertainment’s sake. In this 
thriller, a woman sets out to make the life of 
her ex-husband’s new girlfriend hell. Overall, 
the film features two decent performances 

from its lead female actresses and it is entertaining, but the rest of it 
is filled with the generic “revenge thriller” formula you’ve seen over 
and over again. WAIT TO SEE IT AT HOME.

The Circle
Starring: Emma Watson, Tom Hanks, John 
Boyega, Bill Paxton 
Director: James Ponsoldt (“The Spectacular Now”) 
Genre: Thriller   Run Time: 110 mins

The Circle” has all the right elements to 
make a decent tech thriller, but fails to 
achieve any thrills in the end. In this film, 
a young woman lands a dream job for a 
large tech company, only to uncover hid-

den plans. With such a talented cast, even the actors seem like 
they don’t want to be apart of this journey. Slow paced, unori-
ginal and a bore. SKIP IT.

Colossal
Starring: Anne Hathaway, Jason Sudeikis, Tim 
Blake Nelson
Director: Nacho Vigalondo
Genre: Comedy-Drama   Run Time: 110 mins

”Colossal” is an interesting film, and has tons of 
potential but it’s a little too bizarre. In this comedy-
drama, a jobless alcoholic moves back to her ho-
metown where she soon realizes she is connected 
to disastrous event. Featuring a great performance 
from Anne Hathaway (“Les Misérables”) and Jason 

Sudeikis (TV’s “SNL”), but the film is too slow paced, which unfortunately ma-
kes it hard to keep your attention the whole way through. WAIT TO SEE IT 
AT HOME.

Casting JonBenet
Director: Kitty Green   Genre: Documentary 
Run Time: 80 mins

“Casting JonBenet” is not your conventional do-
cumentary, which I believe it doesn’t work well 
for viewers. In this documentary, over a period 
of 15 months, Colorado locals are brought to-
gether to give their insight and reflect on what 
they think happened to six year-old JonBenet 
Ramsey. The main issue that it is so unconven-

tional is the reason I did not really enjoy this documentary. Having been 
intrigued by the case, this isn’t a decent enough “look inside” as you’d 
hope. It is interesting and well made, but nothing to boast about. SKIP 
IT OR STREAM IT NOW ON NETFLIX. 
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Win It All
Starring: Jake Johnson, Joe Lo Truglio, 
Keegan-Michael Key 

Director: Joe Swanberg 
Genre: Comedy-Drama 
Run Time: 88 mins

“Win It All” offers a fantastic central 
performance from Jake Johnson 
(TV’s “New Girl”), and is one of the 
better Netflix orignal films. In this 
comedy-drama, a gambling addict 
is asked to watch over a duffle bag 

full of cash, but quickly ends up in great debt. Overall a good 
film with a solid script and at times dark humour. Jake John-
son can tackle it all; comedy and drama. Sure, the movie has 
its flaws but it is good enough that you see passed them. 
STREAM IT ON NOW NETFLIX.
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Anita Aloisio Agata De 
Santis Marco Calliari
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www.igg.me/at/lequebecdecalliari

Raccolta fondi per un film 
con Marco Calliari

Antonio Piretti: da Vancouver 
a Halifax con bicicletta e chitarra
Il cantautore bolognese pedalerà per 6600 km, da costa a costa
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